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ABSTRACT
This paper reports on the effects of four forms of

kinesic communication and three forms of verbal communication on
leadership perception in a small group setting. Forty-eight college
age discussants were observed in groups of four during twelve
30-minute sessions. Permitted only visual input, eleven previously
trained observers recorded four areas of kinesic
communication - -dynamism, alertness, involvement, and p:rticipation.
Simultaneously, with only auditory input, ten other trained observers
rated the discussants on three verbal variables- -group goal
facilitation, individual prominence, and interpersonal relations.
Finally, the discussants rated each other "on the amount of influence
each had in the group." The experimenter presents three major
conclusions: (1) of all the seven variables analyzed, participation,
dynamism, and individual prominence (in that order) relate to
leadership perception; (2) among the kinesic variables, participation
and dynamism appear to influence leadership perception; and (3) among
the verbal variables, individual prominence and group goal
facilitation appear to influence leadership perception. OM
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Kinesic Communidation and Group Interaction: Let us Begin!

Research dealing with the behavior of pedple in groups has

become increasingly prolific in the years since World War I.I.

By 1953 Cartwright and Zander were able to synthesize the already

voluminous literature in the first edition of their Group

Dynamics. Fourteen years and two editions later, they reported:

zany new problems have been investigated, new techniques
of research have been invented, and new theoretical formu-
lation:: have been produced. A deeper understanding Of
the central problems of group dynamics and a firmer
empirical basi:-. for conclusions have also been achieved,I

Studies dealing with leadership have been consistently

in the forefront of this steady progress. The amount of litera-

ture dealing with this phenomenon has been so prodigious, and

so widely disseminated over the social science fields that any

attempt at synthesis should be regarded as either grandly

heroic or idealistically foolhardy.

Such is not the case, however, with leadership studies

of direct interest to the communications expert. With notable

exceptions, such as the work of :-3ales,2 Borman: in the Yinnesota

Studies,' and the recent study by Russell,4 very little ar.alysis

has been made of communication patterns in groups as thei

relate to leadership. Probably the most neglected segment

of leadership-communication has been that of kinesic, or body-

motion communication. The science of kinesics, the study of



what is communicated by bodily Movements, has been developed

over the past twenty years primarily by two men: Dr. Ray L.

Birdwhiste2,1, presently the senior research scientist at the

Eastern Pennsylvania Psychiatric institute in Philadelphia,

and his former associate,/ Dr. Albert Scheflen, now Director of

the ProSect on Human Communication at the Bronx State Hospital

in New York. irdwhistell ebnecially has develOped theoretical

as well as empirical approaches to the study of kinesics as

it applies to psychiatric interviewing situations.

Although the science of kinesics and the study Of leadership

have been developing together-chronolorricallv, the two have

yet to be married. In the remainder of this paper I would

like to report on n investiption that i have conducted ever

the past two years that hrinqs togeth°1, thee. 1.;f, lin,3c o4* 4nouirv.

Before doing so, however, I wish to raise a point of

justificationjustification, that is, for studying a non-

linzuistic form of communication within a discipline that has

traditionally placed its primary emphasis on communicating

through use of the language arts.

Xy justification is a very simple one: Kinesics is a

languaEre: And althouzh it does not use phonemes and morphemes

to communicate, it does communicate, willy-nilly, like it or

not. One of the most siEnificant reasons I can conceive why

we in speech need to be concerned about it, if anyone is, is

that kinetic communication must accompany the spol4en word in
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any situatien in which the speaker is visible to the listener.

Whether this form of visible communication (which is almost

universally present) proves helpful or disruptive must surely

be the concern of people within our discipline. Birdwhistell

provides a rationale for this kind of study that could have

been (actually should have been) written by someone in the field

of speech:

Inspection of any extensive body of interactional
date offers proof that humans vocalize but a very small
percentaGe of their interactional time. Furthermore such
vocalizations do not characteittical)y take place in a
situation . shaded to obscure Visual ex7erience or
in a situation of such anesthetic force es to prevent
proprioceptive and automatic .eedback. it is not necessary
to debrecate the role of o- even ^-d
sentences in the communicative process. However from the
point of view of the behavioral scientist concerned with
communication, languaxe is an infracommunicational system.
I am convinced that neither lanFuaEre nor cor,r-unication can
be either studied or understood so to a: as we assume that
either subsumes the other.5

Assuming that l have justified this kind of study,

would now like to report on an investi:7atior that I conducted

which correlated If_inesic research and the study of small Froup

discussion. The main purpose of the project was to investirzate

the relationships amonG several forms of kinesic communication,

several forms of verbal co7munication, and the perception of

leadership in small Group policy discussions.

There were four areas of kinesic communication observed.

These were chosen after several pilot studies indicated that
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PARTICIPATION - A ,discussant. would be marked high on
the participation scale if he is observed to be talking
(mouth moving) a large percenta;ze of the time.

Three verbal, or linguistic variables, were simultaneously

observed by a _separate group of listeners. These were adapted

from Carter's summary of research which isolated three linguistic

factors which were consistently observable and analyzable
It

in spite of considerable variation in_gro,-p size l'nd of task,"'i

and= leacership practice." 6 They were defined as follows:

GROUP GOAT 'FACILTTATTGN - These ere the type of comments
tint show an effort to help the Froun achieve Foals.
A :discussant whose comments are .often characterized by
of and a desire to have the group arrive at
a definite decision would be marked hic:h on the Group
Goal Facnitrition scale.
If a oiscussant makes no remrrks that show he is
interested in the Froup's arriving at a definite answer
to the discussion question, he would be :,narked low on
the Group Goal Facilitation scale.

INDIVIDUA7 PRCMIYHNCT, - These ane the type of comments
that a diecussant ma::-es that show efforts to stand out
from othe.:.s in the ,(7roup and individually achieve various
personal goals.
A discussant who makes a larFe number of comments that
are characterized by authoritarianism, ar,lEressiveness,
confidence strivinE for r::cosnition would be marked
high on the Individua l Prominence scale.
If a member seems to be promotinc: hie solution to the
problem rether than s eking a solution that all members
can aFree or compromise on, or if he tries to tell the
rest of the group how to run the discussion, he would
be marked hir:h on the Tnc:ivid-.1a1 Prominence scale.

INTERPFRSCNAL 2:7ATTCYS - These are the type of comTents
that show a member's e::forts to establish and maintain
a friendly behavior pattern toward the other group members.
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A discussant -..nose comments are often chE.racterized
by peniality, cordiality and agreeableness would be
narked high on the Interpersonal ?.elations scale. .

If a discussant ma'zes few comments desiczned to
render him accepted by the other group members, or
makes C o' Tents that alienate him from the other Group
members, he would be marked low on the Intertersonal
Relations scale.

Forty -eight college age discussants were observed in

groups of four during twelve 30-minute sessions in which they

discussed a policy ouestion relating to the structure of

universities in the United States. In each session an average

of 11 observers rated the discussants on the amount and in-

tensity of t'neir bodily movements from behind a one-way

mirror, a position which did not allow their hearing any of the

vocal portion of the discussion. The four kinesic factor

definitions delineated above wore given the observers in a ro-

tation pattern. Their ratings were made on 7-'ooint evaluative

scales.

Simultaneously, an average of 10 observers rated the

Ciscussants on the three types of verbal comtents from a position

that allowed the observers to hear, but not see any of the

/bodily communicotion.

''then each diScussion session was concluded, the discussants

were as.:ed to rate every other discussant "on the amount of

influence each had in the rout'." The four kinesic and three

verbal variables were then compared to the dependent variable,

leadership, and to each other by stepwise multiple regression

analysis.



Results of the study appeared to warrant the following

conclusions:

I) Cf the four kinesic and three verbal variables tested,

Participation (amount of mouth movement) is related to leadership

perception.

2) Dynamism (arm and hand movements) and Individual Prominence

(comments designed to furthei. individual goals) sisnificantly

relate to leadership perception.

3) Among the four kinesic variables considered, leadership

perception appears to be a function of Participation and

Dynamism, in that order.

4_) Among the three verbal variables considered, leadership

perception appears to be a function of Individual Prominence

and Group Goal Facilitation (comments designed to further

group Foals) , in that order.

5) The perception of leadership in male discussants is more

siFnificantly related to Dynamism and Interpersonal Relations

(comments desiFned to promote n friendly attitude) than it is

in female discussants.

6) Dynamism and Interpersonal Relations operate as functions of

the topic being discussed in their relations to leadership

perception.

The results of the study indicate promise for kinesic

Communication as a meaningful predictor of leadership perception.

If further research validates this suspicion, in what ways
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can kinesic research benefit our discipline? The most practical

apnlication of this kind of investigation is the potential

ability it provides for the traininF of small group discussion

leaders. If continued kinesic leadership research confirms

the present findings, we can confidently teach potential

leaders in education, industry, government and other areas

that if the.5 move in certain ways, and make certain types of

comments, they will be perceived in a leadership role. This,

of course, is a long way from sayinF they will to effective

leaderg. It will take an even greater effort in future studies

to satisfactorily answer all the ramifications of that complex

question.

The findings of this present study reloting to the relation-

ship between kinceic and v orbc forms also indicate several

possibilities for future research. Once the correlative nature

of the kinesic and verbal modes in normal rersons has been

well confirmed, studies comnaring normal persons with those

having various types of functicnal speech disorders could

be conducted. Stuttering is one such disorder that might

benefit from such investigations. The phenomenon of late

speech In young children is another area that might have some

light shed on it by investigation of kinesic-verbal interplay.

There are numerous other facets of small group discussion

whera kinesic research is needed: The relation of kinesic

forms of communication to consensus and group cohesiveness;
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The effect of the kineslo mode when various kinds of group

tasks are employed; The effect of kinesio communication when

appointed, rather than emergent leaders are used. For all

practical purposes, any leadership variable that has been

studied using verbal forms of communication, needs to be

considered in light of the kinesic mode.

The present study is a start. It opens an avenue that

has heretofore not been opened. Future investirations into

the relationships between small croup communication patterns

and leadership-perception should profit by the information

pregnant in kinesic communication.
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